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A. Justification

1. As part of the Southwest Border Firearms Trafficking/Violence Initiative, ATF is 
requiring licensed dealers and pawnbrokers in California, Texas, Arizona, and New 
Mexico to submit information concerning multiple sales of certain rifles. The Gun 
Control Act (GCA) requires Federal firearms licensees (FFLs) to report multiple sales of 
handguns to the same purchaser.  18 U.S.C. § 923(g)(5).  The sale of two or more 
handguns must be reported if they occur at the same time, or within 5 business days of 
each other.  The report must be filed with ATF no later than the close of business on the 
day the multiple sales or other disposition took place and includes information that 
identifies the purchaser and the firearms purchased.   These reports provide ATF with 
potential intelligence and almost real-time investigative leads that can indicate illegal 
firearms trafficking.  No similar requirement exists for long guns, regardless of the 
caliber, gauge, or suitability for sporting purposes.  As a result, individuals can purchase 
dozens of rifles at one time without ATF being made aware of the sale.

ATF has long made use of multiple sales information to detect, investigate and prevent 
firearms trafficking.  When combined with crime gun trace data, multiple sales data 
focuses investigator attention on those firearms traces that are the most worthy of 
additional scrutiny.  ATF views the recovery of one or more handguns that were part of a 
multiple purchase as an indicator of firearms trafficking, particularly if one of the 
firearms was recovered a short time after the multiple sale (known as a short time-to-
crime).  All Federal firearms licensees have been required to notify ATF of multiple 
handgun purchases since 1975 and therefore are familiar with the form and how to 
complete it.  Many licensees also utilize commercial software that automatically 



identifies multiple sales and completes the form required to report them.  Accordingly, 
adding a reporting requirement for certain types of rifles will be something licensees 
already understand and should not impose an undue burden.  

The existing multiple sale reporting requirement, applicable to the sale of two or more 
handguns to a single purchaser, has provided valuable investigative leads for ATF 
trafficking investigations.  Examples of ATF investigations initiated through the existing 
multiple sale reporting requirement for handguns are provided below.

• Multiple sale reports provided to ATF’s San Diego field office in 2009 indicated 
that an unlicensed San Diego resident obtained a significant number of handguns 
through multiple sale purchases in Arizona.  A search warrant was obtained on the 
individual’s residence in California and a number of firearms were discovered.  
The suspect identified a neighbor, a felon, as his partner in the trafficking scheme.  
A warrant was executed at the neighbor’s home and additional evidence was 
recovered.  An arrest warrant was issued for the neighbor.  Ultimately 25 of the 32 
firearms purchased from licensees were recovered.  The two suspects and a third 
accomplice were prosecuted and convicted for felony violations of the Gun 
Control Act.  

• In 2009 multiple sale reports provided to ATF’s Portland, Maine, field office 
initiated an investigation into an individual handgun purchaser and the licensee 
from whom the firearms were purchased.  ATF investigators learned that the 
suspect was involved in selling handguns to gang members in a parking lot in 
Maine.  Review of additional multiple sale forms indicated that the suspect had 
six more multiple handgun purchases involving 44 firearms.  Checks of an 
website commonly used for firearms sales disclosed that the suspect made more 
than 150 firearms purchases over a 2-month period.  Further investigation tied the 
suspect to a felon residing in Massachusetts known as a source of crime guns to 
gangs.   Undercover purchases from the suspect resulted in his detention, and he 
agreed to cooperate against the supplier in Massachusetts and the licensee in 
Maine.  The investigation resulted in the arrest of the Massachusetts supplier and 
an accomplice, also a convicted felon.  The case is pending prosecution.

• In 2005 firearms purchased from a licensee in Maine were recovered in crimes in  
New York, and a number of the firearms were reported to ATF as part of a 
multiple handgun sale.  The investigation revealed a large ring of straw purchasers 
in Maine led by a felon and New York City gang member.  An FFL was also 
involved in the ring by allowing straw purchases to occur for profit.  Undercover 



purchases at the licensee’s premises further documented his willingness to 
participate in straw purchases.  The investigation resulted in the arrest of 7 
persons, including the licensee and 5 straw purchasers.  The ring trafficked more 
than 25 handguns used to commit drug trafficking, burglary, and other felony 
offenses.  All defendants were convicted and served time in the Federal 
penitentiary.  

• In 2008 an investigation was initiated by ATF’s San Diego field office after a 
review of multiple sales reports.  The suspect began purchasing handguns in 2004 
from 3 different FFLs in San Diego County.  A number of the handguns were 
recovered in Mexico.  After an investigation spanning 2 years, the suspect pled 
guilty to dealing in firearms without a license.  

  

Mexican law enforcement officials have reported that certain types of rifles are being 
used in violent crimes in Mexico.  These rifles typically include AR-15 variants with 
detachable magazines.  Mexican officials believe that these rifles primarily come from 
the United States in large quantities and many have been sold by FFLs to persons 
working for Mexican drug trafficking organizations.  Successful trace data from 
recovered rifles show they primarily come from the United States, and that many have 
been sold by FFLs.  By requiring the reporting of multiple sales of the specified rifles, 
this proposal would provide potentially useful investigative leads to law enforcement in 
pursuing firearms trafficking to Mexico, as well as firearms trafficking in general.  The 
authority to require FFLs to submit information concerning multiple sales or other 
disposition of certain rifles derives from 18 U.S.C. 923 (g)(5).

2. The reports of multiple sales or other dispositions are used by ATF as a means to discern 
patterns in the purchase of firearms that may end up in the interstate trafficking of illegal 
firearms.  The information is used to determine if the buyer (transferee) is involved in an 
unlawful activity, or is a person prohibited by law from obtaining firearms.  Specifically, 
this information provides leads on illegal firearms traffickers, straw purchasers, and 
others involved in violent firearms crime, such as criminal gang members.  Multiple sale 
reports are scanned by personnel at ATF’s National Tracing Center, and then reports 
relating to particular geographic areas are sent to ATF’s field divisions.  Investigators 
review the reports each day, reviewing them for repeat purchasers and other information 
that may disclose trafficking patterns.  Information from multiple sale reports frequently 
results in initiating criminal investigations.  The goal is to detect and disrupt firearms 



trafficking before the firearms are used in violent crime, whether in the United States or 
in Mexico.

In addition to the real-time intelligence the multiple sales forms provide, many of these 
reports would be for secondhand sales of the specified rifles.  Secondhand sales refer to 
qualifying rifles that were previously sold by a licensee to an unlicensed individual and 
then subsequently resold, pawned, or consigned to a dealer or pawnbroker for resale.  
Firearms sold in secondhand sales cannot be traced from the original manufacturer to the 
secondhand purchaser.  Traces of firearms typically end after new firearms are 
manufactured and sold by licensees to their first retail purchasers.  Multiple sales reports 
concerning secondhand sales of qualifying rifles by retail dealers would allow ATF to 
trace those firearms from secondhand retail dealers and pawnbrokers to purchasers 
because ATF would be able to search the multiple sales records, as it does with multiple 
sales records for handguns.  The required information must be submitted on ATF Form 
3310.12, Report of Multiples Sales or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles. The report 
shall be submitted no later than the close of business on the day that the multiple sales or 
other disposition occurs. 

A letter to the Federal Firearms Licensees (FFLs) will accompany this form.  The letter 
will instruct FFLs to submit ATF reports of multiple sales or other dispositions whenever 
the FFL sell or otherwise dispose of, at one time or during any five consecutive business 
days, two or more semi-automatic rifles capable of accepting a detachable magazine, and 
with a caliber greater than .22 (including .223/5.56) to an unlicensed person.  The letter 
also states that the information must be submitted on ATF Form 3310.12, Report of 
Multiple Sales or Other Disposition of Certain Rifles no later than the close of business 
on the day the multiple sale or other disposition takes place. 

3. This information collection will be available on the ATF website as a fillable form.  The 
respondent has the option to fax or mail the form to the ATF National Tracing Center.

Creation of an e-form for this multiple sale reporting requirement could not be done by 
ATF personnel, as software development would be necessary.  As this is a one-year pilot 
project, ATF does not believe it is cost effective to expend the considerable resources 
necessary to create an e-form with e-filing capability.  



4. ATF uses a subject classification code on all forms.  This code ensures that there is no 
duplication of information.  Similar information is not available elsewhere for this 
information collecting requirement.

5. The collection of information will have an impact on some number of small businesses.  
As stated above, 8,479 licensees are subject to the reporting requirement.  ATF does not 
collect information on the size of Federal firearms licensees and has no way of 
determining how many are small businesses.  Licensees are already familiar with the 
multiple sale reporting requirement for handguns and should have no problem completing 
the form for multiple sales of the specified rifles.  The program is proposed as a one-year 
pilot, so the reporting burden will not be permanent.  

6. The consequences of not conducting this information collection would pose a threat to 
public safety.  

7. There are no special circumstances for this information collection and it is in 
conformance with the guidelines of 5 CFR 1320.6.  Failure to collect this information is 
likely to hinder law enforcement’s effort to combat trafficking and reduce violence along 
the Southwest border states.

8.  The ATF National Tracing Center, ATF Counsel, and officials at the Department of 
Justice were consulted during the creation of the form.  A 60-day emergency Federal 
Register notice will be published in order to solicit comments from the general public.

9. No payment or gift is associated with this collection.

10. The information reported to ATF pursuant to the form is prohibited from disclosure by 
Federal law.  The information may only be disclosed to Federal, State, and local law 
enforcement officials with a bona fide law enforcement need for the information, e.g., in 
relation to an ongoing criminal investigation.  The multiple sale forms will be scanned 
and entered into the Firearms Tracing System database immediately upon receipt.  The 



hard copy of the form will then be destroyed.  Only ATF employees and contractors at the 
National Tracing Center have access to the database.  

11. No questions of a sensitive nature are asked.

12. The estimated number of respondents is approximately 8,479.  The frequency of 
responses is estimated as 4 reports per licensee per year.  The total annual burden is 48 
minutes per respondent per year.  The annual hour burden for this collection is 6,783 
hours.  However, since this information collection request covers 6 months, we assume 
each respondent will respond twice during that time.  Therefore, total responses are 
16,958 and total burden hours are 3,392 for this information collection request. 

13. It is estimated that 75 percent of FFLs will fax their responses to the National Tracing 
Center, and the remaining respondents will mail the form via first-class mail.    FFLs 
have systems and controls in place to detect multiple sales of handguns in order to 
comply with the statutory mandate to report these transactions to ATF.  FFLs will likely 
utilize the same systems and controls to detect and report the multiple sale of the rifles 
required by the demand letter program.  Accordingly, ATF believes there will be minimal 
cost imposed by this reporting requirement.

14. Estimates of annual costs to the Federal Government are as follows:

There will be a printing cost of $11,000 and a Distribution cost of 

$48,000. The total labor cost $50,000.  The total cost is $109,000.

15.  There are no program changes or adjustments.

16. The results of this information collection will not be published.



17. ATF requests authorization to omit printing the expiration date on this form. Printing the 
expiration date on this form will result in increased cost because of the need to replace 
inventories that become obsolete by the passage of the expiration date each time OMB 
approval is renewed.  ATF must maintain a substantial inventory of forms at the 
Distribution Center at all times.  For these reasons, ATF requests authorization to omit 
printing the expiration date on the form.

18. There are no exceptions to the certification statement.

A. Collections of Information employing Statistical Methods.

None.


